Introduction. The interested reader will find the background in cyclotomy in [3] and [4] sufficient for the purpose of this note, although the investigation is based on results in [1 ] and [2 ] .
The monic polynomial whose roots are the primitive mth roots of unity is defined to be the cyclotomic polynomial FE(x). By Dedekind's inversion formula ([4] p. 114), (1) Fm(x) = II (xd -)y(m/d). Let k be the solution of px_ 1 (mod q), 1 < k < q-1. Then q-k is a solution of px_-1 (mod q). Consider pk 1 (mod q). Then pk = 1 + qh, h = (pk-1)/q,
In the case k is odd, these values of a and ,B are integral, a = 0, and the midterm coefficient is 1. If k is even, q-k is odd, 8=1, and the midterm coefficient is -1. Thus we have THEOREM II. In Fpq(x), when n =4(pq)/2, cn= (-1)k-1, where k is the least positive solution of the congruence px 1 (mod q).
Remarks. In the special case q = sp + 1, k is odd and the midterm coefficient is + 1. Similarly, for q = sp -1, k is even and the midterm coefficient is -1.
In any case, the roles of p and q in the congruences may be reversed, without affecting the oddness or evenness of k.
The following table gives the value of the midterm coefficient cn of Fpq(x) when p is 3, 5, or 7. All values of m= pq and less than 143 reduce to one of these special cases. 
